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The University of Utah "fly's eye" detector'
records the passage of extensive air showers (EAS)
through the atmosphere via the atmospheric fluo- .

rescence technique. The detector consists of 880
photomultipliers arranged in clusters of 12 or 14
and mounted in the focal plane of one of 67 1.6-m2

mirrors. Almost the entire 2m sr night sky is im-
aged. By recording the arrival times and pulse in-
tegrals of each photomultiplier viewing a passing
EAS, its overall longitudinal development profile
can be reconstructed. The technique used to infer
the proton-air inelastic cross section, cr~""„„ is
based on the notion that cosmic-ray protons interact
in the atmosphere at rates which decrease exponen-
tially with increasing slant depth. Thus, a direct ob-
servation of the distribution of first interactions
would yield the nucleon-air interaction length A.„.
The point of first interaction cannot be observed.
However, the depth of maximum of the resultant
extensive air shower can be observed and its distri-
bution also has an exponential tail5 whose slope is
X=1.6X„. (The value of the proportionality con-

stant is model dependent with an uncertainty of
10%. Moreover, the proportionality is strictly true
only if ) is greater than the radiation length in air—37 g cm .)s Thus, tr~""„,can be inferred from
a measurement of the depth of maximum absorp-
tion length A. .

Shown in Fig. 1 is the longitudinal development
profile of a well measured shower. A Gaisser-
Hillas' shower development function was fitted to
the data points, N, (x), and its depth of maximum
found to be Xm»=727+33 g cm . The error in
L,„arises almost entirely from geometrical recon-
struction errors in shower zenith angle, 8, . More-
over, since atmospheric density varies exponentially
with depth, symmetric errors in 8, lead to an asym-
metric bias of events towards large depths of maxi-
ma.

Additional bias toward large depths of maxima
could originate from the highest-energy cosmic-ray
events in the data sample. Shown in Fig. 2 is the
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FIG. 2. Uncut energy distribution. To remove possi-

ble energy-dependent biases in resultant depth of maxi-
mum distributions only events within the interval 0.1-
2.0 EeV have been accepted. E for this sample is 0.5
EeV.

FIG. 1. An extensive air shower that survives a11 data
cuts. The curve is a Gaisser-Hillas (Ref. 4) shower-
development function; shower parameters E=1.3 EeV
and X,„=727 + 33 g cm ' give the best fit.
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We have measured the proton-air inelastic cross section at s' = 30 TeV by observing the
dlstl'lbut1on of extensive-air-shower max1ma as a function of atmosphcl'1c depth. This dlstrl-
bution has an exponential tail whose slope is A. =72+9 g cm which implies that op""„,
= 530 + 66 mb. Using Glauber theory and assuming that the elastic-scattering slope parame-
ter b is proportional to crit, we infer a value of 0-~t~ = 120+ 15 rnb which lies between a logs
and a log s extrapolation of the total pp cross section as measured at lower energies.
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FIG. 3. Distribution of differences between known
and fitted zenith angles for "upward-going" showers of
known geometry generated by a high intensity light flash-
er. The width of the distribution is o- = 1.7 . The distri-
bution agrees well with one calculated from a distribution
of estimated track fitting errors.

measured energy distribution for all accepted
events. The rising edge of the distribution is due to
limited acceptance at low energies while the falling
edge reflects the power-law nature of the primary
spectrum. Since depths of maxima vary only loga-
rithmically with energy (about 60 g cm per de-
cade) rejecting all events outside the interval
0.1—2.0 EeV (1 EeV = 10'8 eV) eliminates any
energy-dependent asymmetrical bias toward large
depths of maxima.

An assessment of possible geometrical recon-
struction bias has been carried out by analyzing a
sample of tracks of known geometry generated by a
mobile light flasher unit. A pulse of light generated
by this unit has been fired over the "fly's eye"
detector from a variety of positions and in a variety
of directions. The scattered light from this prop-
agating light pulse simulates the light emission pro-
cess of a real event and its trajectory can thus be
reconstructed in the same way as that of a real
event. Shown in Fig. 3 is the distribution of differ-
ences between the known and fitted zenith angles
for all such trajectories. The cr of the distribution
(1.7 ) agrees well with the most probable error of
1.75' obtained from the data fits exclusively. In
fact, the entire distribution is identical to a calculat-
ed one that is a sum of Gaussians whose o-'s are
distributed according to the distribution of estimat-
ed angular errors obtained from track reconstruc-
tion data fits. This agreement implies that geomet-
rical reconstruction errors are well understood.

%e show in Fig. 4 the resultant distribution of
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FIG. 4. Distribution of fitting errors for all real events
with energies in the interval 0.1-2.0 EeV. Data have
been grouped into four 100 g cm depth intervals with

X,„ranging from 600 to 1000 g cm '. Each histogram
spans roughly two decades. The lower portion of each
histogram can be read from the right scale while the
upper portion can be read from the left scale. The mode,
mean, and width of each distribution are shown in Table
I along with the results for an unplottcd distribution of
data in the 1000-1100g cm ' interval.

fitting errors, Sx, in depth of shower maximum for
each real event. The data have been grouped into
four 100 g cm intervals with Xm«ranging from
600 g cm to 1000 g cm . Since events at large
depth of maximum are preferentially selected at
large zenith angles we expect the errors hx to in-
crease with X,„. This effect can be seen in Table I
which lists the mode, average, and width of each
distribution in Fig. 4 (and also for an unplotted dis-
tribution in the depth interval 1000—1100 g cm ).
The large x bias can be eliminated by excluding
events which have errors in X,„greater than a cut
value 5x, . As an example, the results of applying a
125 g cm data cut are shown in Table I where it
can be seen that the mode, average, and width of
the cut distribution have become independent of x.

Shown in Fig. 5 is the resultant X,„distribution
which satisfies the hx ( 125 g cm cut. Its mean
5x is —70 g cm . One might expect that the tail
of this distribution could be somewhat flattened
due to the 70 g cm resolution. Such is not the
case. If one folds a Gaussian resolution function
(or a sum of Gaussians, which is a reasonable ap-
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TABLE I. Most probable value (mode), average, and width of the distribution of depth of maximum measurement

errors for five different 100 g cm ' depth intervals. The bias of the error distribution towards larger depths is obvious in

the uncut data sample. In the cut data sample bias has been essentially eliminated. All data values are in grams per
square centimeter.

Depth
interval

5x
Mode

Uncut data
5x

Average
(r (5x )
%idth

5x
Mode

125 g crn ' cut
6x

Average
o-(sx )
%idth

600-700
700-800
800-900

900-1000
1000-1100

75
75
70
95

200

149
160
203
261
341

118
130
161
175
229

75
75
70
95

86
80
80
87

24
25
20
20

proximation of our "cut" error distributions) into
an exponential distribution, the slope of the distri-
bution is preserved. The only effect of finite reso-
lution is to broaden the portion of the curve near
the peak. At distances on the order of (Sx)2/)t.
away from the peak, the exponential slope of the
experimental distribution approaches that of the
true one. Since both ) and hx are on the order of—70 g cm 2, the true exponential character of the
plot should appear at depths X,„)800 g cm 2. A
best fit to the data for X~» & 830 g cm yields
X=73+9 g cm . Shown in Table II are the
results of fits to the X,„distributions generated by
applying progressively more restrictive data cuts. In
each case A. was obtained by fitting the X,„dis-
tribution data at a distance on the order of
1.5(hx) 2/)i away from the peak. The value of A. has
saturated (within error) upon application of these
cuts and we estimate a best value of X = 72 + 9 g
cm

Note that protons are most likely the parents of
the penetrating showers used in this analysis. Ac-
cording to the Monte Carlo simulations of Ells-
worth et at. ,

5 no nuclei heavier than alphas could
generate such penetrating showers. If alphas
proved to be their parents they would have to dom-
inate our entire data sample, an implication at vari-
ance with current composition measurements7 in
this energy region which limit the mean atomic
weight of cosmic-ray primaries to less than 1.8.
Thus, the contamination of highly penetrating al-

phas in our data sample should be much less than
25%.

The above result for A. implies a value of X.„
=45+5 g cm or og"„,=—530+66 mb. The ex-
traction of o-~~ from o-~""„, is obviously model
dependent. Using Glauber theory, a Gaussian pro-
file distribution for the nucleus, 9 and assuming that
the nuclear slope parameter b is proportional to
cr~~", as is the case for geometric scaling, to we find

1 I

TABLE II. Best fits for the X,„absorption length X as
a function of data cuts hx ( 5x, on the errors in the
depth of shower maximum. The data for hx ( 125 g
cm are plotted in Fig. 5.

Error cut
Sx,

(g cm ')

X,„absorption
length )
(g cm 2)

~J
500 600 700 800 900 IOOO I IOO

depth of maximum (g cm ~)

FIG. 5. Distribution of depth of maxima X,„ for data
whose fitting errors are estimated to be hx ( 125 g cm
The slope of the exponential tail is X = 73+ 9 g cm
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175
150
125
100
75
50

best estimate

74+9
72+ 10
73+9
70+12
75 +14
52+27
72+9
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energy range 20 GeV & E & 1000 GeV. '3 We also
note that our results are consistent with those of
Hara et al. '
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FIG. 6. Energy dependent (a) p-air inelastic and (b) pp
total cross sections. The logs and log's are extrapolations
of fits up to energies of the CERN Intersecting Storage
Rings. The curve labeled A is an extrapolation of the es-
timate of Afek et ai. (Ref. 11) and LM stands for Leader
and Maor (Ref. 12).

that 0 pp 120 + 15 mb at s 2 = 30 TeV. This value
is plotted in Fig. 6 along with various extrapolations
from lower energies. The model dependency in re-
lating cr~~ to a-~""„,is evident in the curves of Fig.
6 (note the curve labeled LM). In particular, if o.vto'

were to approach its black disk limit the value ob-
tained here would represent a lower cross-sectional
bound. We note that calculations of various nuclear
inelastic cross sections using Glauber theory agree
extremely well ( + 5%) with experimentally mea-
sured ones using a wide range of projectiles in the
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